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Nucleosome bound DNA fragments contain mutations found in cancer
tissue suggesting a tumor chromatin origin for, at least some, circulating
nucleosomes. Profiling global levels of epigenetic alterations in circulating
nucleosomes can provide disease specific diagnostic information.
The success of stool based screening for CRC adopted across
Europe has placed significant strain on colonoscopy capacity.
The aim of the study was to evaluate combined Nu.QTM blood
score and numeric FIT score as a triage approach for positive Fecal
Immune Tests in an average risk population i.e. to identify individuals
with low risk adenomas or no findings on colonoscopy.

Method
In collaboration with the Hvidovre Hospital, University of Copenhagen,
serum samples were collected from a training cohort consisting of 1907
FIT positive individuals with colonoscopic confirmation of diagnosis.
10μl serum samples were analyzed using Nu.QTM ELISA blood tests
and an algorithm developed by Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
was used to identify individuals with no evidence of cancer.

Conclusion & Perspective
A single, age adjusted, Nu.QTM blood test with FIT score could reduce
non screen-relevant colonoscopies in FIT positive individuals with minimal
reduction in cancer detection. This test could reduce unnecessary
colonoscopies and ease pressure on colonoscopy capacity or, alternatively,
detect more cancers by increasing the throughput of screened subjects.

Demographic of the
study group

Volition has developed five patent-protected
families of Nu.QTM sandwich ELISA assays,
each of which captures intact nucleosomes and
labels (identifies) a specific structural feature:

Diagnosis

• Nu.QTM - V histone variants

The study comprised 1907
individuals aged 50 to 75 years
with average risk and no prior
colonoscopy who tested FIT
positive for in Danish colorectal
cancer screening program.

• Nu.QTM - A nucleosome-protein adducts

Patients were classified into 3
groups by colonoscopy result.
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Reduction in Colonoscopies vs. Test Sensitivity
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Immunohistochemistry studies show genome-wide epigenetic changes
in the chromatin of cancer tissue and have identified histo-oncoproteins
- histone modifications and other epigenetic changes linked to cancer.
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